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A Benefit to Being Old – Priority to Vaccine 
After a year, I’m feeling more and more like a dog – wandering around the house looking 

for food, being happy to go on a car ride, being told NO if I get to close to strangers, and seeing 

everyone happy because I’ve had my shots. In celebration of having shots, Barbara & I we got 

together with John & Margie Hedley for Sunday brunch at a favorite local watering hole. We 

felt that it was safe for the Hedleys to also invite their daughter, Marsha, to came up from 

Charlotte to join us since she has been in professionally imposed quarantine by her employer (an 

action that has netted her a Senior Vice Presidency). While this is not the first time we have 

shared a meal in public with friends or family, it was definitely one of those first fallout times – 

great to share with old friends that we have already shared and experienced so much with. 

[Photo #1 – 

Marsha Feldman, Margie Hedley, Barbara Gerard, Orca, and John Hedley whooping it up and 

our first post-vaccination brunch”] 

 

Malcolm Murray Enhances His Photographic Reputation During Lockdown 

Malcolm Murray practiced law in Denver, Colorado for 32 years and created his own 

law firm. After retirement, he pursued his artistic side through photography. Not one to sit 

around even during the pandemic, he has stepped up by showing his work on regular basis.  

[Photo 2 – “Proud photographer Malcolm Murray with 

 



his photos at Core Art Space's "Love...or Something Like It" Exhibit last month in Lakewood, 

Colorado”] 

 

Annual E-3 Golf Trip Has Change of Venue 

Joe Henry reported that, instead of Palm Springs, California, the annual E-3 golf trip – 

and test to see how much associated brides really loved their hubbies – took place in Naples, 

Florida around Valentine’s Day. The outbreak of COVID in California was the major factor for 

the change in location.  Noted missing due to various excuses were Earl Newsome, Jess Gatlin 

& Mark Spelman. As a non-golfer, this was Joe Henry’s first trip and he functioned well as an 

Uber driver, tourist, food shopper, and breakfast sous chef for Joe Creeden. Four of the guys 

went deep sea fishing one morning and caught about 20 fish each. The leader was Joe Creeden 

with the mostest and largest – not bad for a beginner. As for golf, they played on a daily basis at 

several courses in the Naples and Marco Island area (Sunday - Saturday). Jack Bussa did a 

tremendous job coordinating the golf courses, a place to stay, and the various restaurants for 

evening meals. He also gave the other guys an update on Joe Mance’s battle with lung cancer – 

he and Rebecca need our prayers. Gordy Zophy won the most skins (proof that a high 

handicapper can fleece the entire golf world), everyone had sunburns, improvement was 

minimal, and political discussions were limited. Next year intentions may result in February in 

Palm Springs and May in Naples. 

[Photo #3 – 

“Most of the E-3 Naples golfers: Joe Henry, Joe Guignon, Jack Bussa, Bill Flowers, Joe Creeden, 

Gordon Zophy, and Chuck Jones”] 

 

Another Excellent DC Area Classmate Zoom Meeting 

On February 19, Gordon Tillery reported another excellent Zoom meeting with around 

40 classmates participating which included members of the ’68 Class Standing Committee for 

continued discussions on the Cadet Honor System. The last DC area’s classmate REAL area 

luncheon was on Feb 21, 2020, at Portofino’s. Last February’s meeting opened with John 

Hathaway sharing some of his life (and near death) experiences. I believe that John is the only 

classmate who served 30 years in the active Army, retired, and then was recalled to active duty 

for a 31
st
 year. As a goat Infantryman, he was sort-of vindicated when the Army assigned 

Engineers as his alternate specialty!  In addition to serving in six infantry battalions, one of 

John’s engineering posts was WallaWalla, Wasington (which got Terry Wong’s interest, as 

Terry lives out that way). The meeting transitioned to COL (Ret) Scott Halstead, Gary’s and 

Patti’s son and Greg Camp’s current neighbor – which is nothing new. Gary and Greg have 



known each other for so long that Scott calls Greg “Uncle Greg!” Someone at the meeting noted: 

we might not want to acknowledge it, but our classmates have children that are now retired. And 

so it goes. Scott spoke and answered our questions about the Developmental Honor Model for 

almost an hour.  He is a firm believer in the model, and that it fits cadets incoming from today’s 

society, and he had a close and personal experience in implementation. Expect more on this 

subject. 

 

Texas Power Outage Brings Classmates Together 
The mid-February Texas power outage (coupled with the never ending lockdown) gave 

me a chance to find out how many classmates we had in Texas and how they were faring. We 

have about 50 – second only to Virginia with 60. The first to check in were Andy & Betty 

Shaffer who are normally quite happy in Midland; however, they discovered that three of the 

four strands of barbed wire between them and the North Pole were down, outside temps hovered 

around 0
o
F and 40

o
F inside with no electricity. Since Betty is an avid quilter, her works of art 

were put to work for a number of days to keep Andy, Betty, and the kitties warm. In anticipation 

of the storm, Dick & Kathy Shipley left San Antonio early for Houston where Dick was to 

undergo more tests and treatment at M. D. Anderson. They stayed with Bob & Carol Shimp in 

their 35
th

 floor condo for an extended period due to the total shutdown in Houston. Fortunately, 

the high-rise condo had a generator to run the elevator and water pumps which eased the PT 

issues of stair maneuvering, and the wine larder was well stocked with award winning reds and 

whites. Unfortunately, the generator was on the roof of the condo – 36
th

 floor – right over Bob’s 

& Carol’s condo – and the pumped water still had to be boiled. Joe Guignon wondered out loud, 

“Why did I move to Houston TEXAS when I could have stayed in Fairfax Virginia?” He & Pat 

lost power and water early in the ordeal and the inside temperature dropped to 43
o
. During the 

outage Joe walked to their nearby lake to fill buckets of water for the bathrooms. Thirty hours 

later, intermittent power came back and water a day or so later. The first hot shower was great. 

Bob & Randy Hensler live in San Antonio and were the first to let the Shipleys know that they 

had two power outages and plenty of water. Rick & Ann Wright, who also live in San Antonio, 

experienced similar experiences as the Henslers. they got about 5” of snow, the power and water 

stopped early on, and they melted snow to flush the toilets. They had rolling blackouts and cell 

phone service was spotty. On a positive note, the retirement community they live in (an Army 

Residence Community) did a terrific job of taking care of the residents, providing meals and 

water, and keeping them informed, etc. Dennis & Denise Rosenberry also live in San Antonio 

and survived without too much calamity. They lost power early over the weekend; however, they 

have a gas fireplace insert they used to help fend off the cold and keep them awake with 

serenading smoke alarms. Fortunately, Dennis had decided to use the weather down time to clean 

ceiling fans, so he had a step ladder in the house and was able to shut off and reset alarms 

quickly. Water was boiled for consuming and cooking while dishwashing was put off for several 

days. Other San Antonio residents, Ed & Stephanie Hobbs rolled with the blackouts and 

dodged the broken pipes issue with the help of a gas cooktop that provided some heat and warm 

meals. Ed was the first to mention lack of communication availability which precluded any type 

of 911 access as well as social access to share dishes created on the cooktop or the latest outrage 

by those easily offended. Ross & Margaret Irvin reported a random week in the north Dallas 

area. While some neighbors had power all week, some lost it on at the beginning and didn't get it 

back until four days later – and then it was variably intermittent so they couldn’t anticipate 



anything. Happily, they had a gas fireplace, plenty of blankets, and three cats. Tom & Barbara 

Banks live a few miles east of Dallas. They experienced no power outages or busted pipes, and 

have a wood burning stove that kept them toasty. In Killeen, Johnny & Camille Johnston report 

having a relatively easy time.  They never lost power, had enough firewood to have one room 

toasty, water need boiling but stayed on without breaking pipes, had and enough food to have 

three meals a day. Their son and his family moved in a couple of days into the state-wide power 

outage because they lost power on over the weekend, yet they still had drinkable water at their 

house in Belton (20 minutes away from Johnny & Camille) so he made daily runs to provide 

clean water. Their diversion was to watch large pelican that has taken up residence on the 5 acre 

lake behind their house. John & Frances Dallen live in Gerogetown (between Austin and 

Killeen), and managed the ward off the chill with a gas cooktop stove and a good supply of wine. 

Bob Lorbeer & Belinda Gail live in Magnolia -- about 40 miles NW of downtown Houston and 

reported, “YES IT WAS COLD – outside!  Fortunately, when they bought their home 2 ½ years 

ago, it came with a generator that kicked on the instant the power went off (4am), so their  home 

was toasty warm all of the time. Their water shut off for about a day and a half which didn’t help 

Bob’s frozen pipes that were easily fixed – once the plumber showed up. They melted snow for 

the toilet.  In the three and a half decades that Brian & Dianne Utermahlen have lived a few 

miles from NASA-Houston -- about halfway between Houston and Galveston Island – they have 

never seen and felt cold weather temps drop this low. They never lost power or water but had to 

boil water for a couple of days. Jim &Julia Bodenhamer also live in the Houston area, foresaw 

record cold was on the way, and Jim reached back to a few concepts from Cow year Fluids. Prior 

to shutting the city water valve down, they filled one bathtub and several pitchers and buckets – 

enough for consumption and keeping commodes functional for four days.  Rolling blackouts 

were enough to keep them warm and water drainage kept pipes from freezing. The Milinskis, 

other Houston residents endured by weathering the utility outages by staying with friends who 

had a generator while trying to find a plumber with access to parts to repair freezing. Duncan & 

Jeanne Stewart live in an old part of Houston that has seen a lot since the 1830s – including 

Howard Hughes innovations while he was growing up blocks away, updated Union Pacific 

Railroad trackage serving the Port of Houston and the industry around it, and engineering 

common sense that outplayed politics and “business friendly.” Therefore, they got by with only a 

two hour power outage and low water pressure. Ray & Mary Jane Rhodes also reside in the 

Houston area and lost power for a day but always had water (from a well, so no boiling was 

required) and gas. Bill & Rena Brown live in Ft. Worth and report that they are did OK.  They 

didn’t lose power, which Bill attributes to the fact that they live near TCU and the Colonial 

Country Club. There were lots of water main breaks in their area of town with lots of intermittent 

shut offs during repairs. On the bright side, Bill had the chance to use the snow shovel that he 

brought with him from Utah 40 years ago.  His skis remain at his brother’s house in Salt Lake. 

Steve & Mary Frushour live outside of downtown Fredericksburg and went without power for 

two weeks, and had to go into town for their first shower in 11 days. Their rainwater harvesting 

filters exploded as did their well water filter exploded. He further reports that many pipes are 

broken and trees and limbs down. Since they have a fireplace, they invited a neighbor who had 

no heat to stay with them. Thankfully, everyone is helping everyone and weather had gotten 

warmer, but they’re still waiting for power. 

 



Texas Power Outage Reports Morph into Ranger Flashbacks 

Bob & Helen Kelly, other Houston residents, endured the usual outages and rationing; 

however, he was the first to add, “but nothing like winter Ranger school.” That comment sparked 

a number of flashbacks (focusing on the Florida phase Yellow river crossing) and whole new 

round of emails. Tom Banks (Ranger 6) remembered that it was 17
o
 and the rope broke. They 

had to wait for hours until they got us a new rope. His Ranger buddy, Paul Lovett, was the far 

shore lifeguard and had to swim the river naked to take the rope across the river. The R.I. TRIED 

to shimmy across the top of the rope without getting wet – had all his clothes on with his 

rucksack on his back. The rope broke. the R.I. fell in the river and would have drowned if it were 

not for Paul rescuing him. Bob Lorbeer recalled that it was the coldest he has ever been – and 

after the crossing came the ocean in rubber boats. Bob Hensler reflected in his class (Ranger 5) 

an R.I noted that the air temp was around 35
o
, water was frigid, and he had cramped up (rigor 

mortis?) so fellow students pulled him up the bank on the far side of the river. After moving 

inland the temp dropped to 17 and they were allowed to build warming fires. His water proof bag 

inside his ruck had a hole in it, and the majority of any extra clothing was wet. When it was his 

turn to stand watch in a fighting position, every few minutes he would double time in place trying 

to generate some heat. As a result he sustained frost bite on his fingers and toes. While in the 

landing craft prior to boarding the rubber boats, (he didn't know it at the time) he was undergoing 

the very dangerous initial stages of hypothermia (uncontrollable shaking, and thought confusion 

– sort of normal for most of us during Cadet days classes). More classmates are reminded of frost 

bite.  

 

 

Dan Lynes Dodges Tornado in Coastal Carolina 
As part of Mother Nature’s bag of tricks, she set off an early morning tornado that ripped 

through coastal North Carolina in mid-February, killing three people, injuring 10 others, and 

causing damage to homes and leaving residents without power. The tornado touched down near 

Ocean Ridge Plantation, a beach community about 45 miles south of Wilmington, North 

Carolina. The reports sounded way too familiar, so I contacted Dan Lynes who, in 2017 proudly 

reported that he & Linda built their final retirement home with no plans of ever moving again on 

the 16th fairway of an Arnold Palmer Golf Course in a Golf Club and Plantation community in 

Shallotte, North Carolina between Myrtle Beach, South Carolina and Wilmington, NC. Dan got 

back to us and further reported that they were lucky – the tornado hit another golfing community 

five miles to their west. As an active Rotarian and community leader, Dan knows three couples 

in the affected area – with one sustaining major destruction. He is among the community leaders 

asking why the area had so little (no) warning. All the weather apps sounded the alarm after the 

fact. 

 

Meg Miller Bounces Back 

Jack Miller had reported in earlier Class Notes that he and Meg were able to break out of 

isolation and get to Seaside, Florida for their annual beach excursion.  But he failed to mention 

that while there, Meg decided to go for a bike ride with their grandson.  Not more than several 

minutes into the adventure, she had an unfortunate bicycle mishap. While trying to avoid running 

into pedestrians, she swerved, hit a car and sustained a nasty gash over her left eye. Jack & Meg 

spent a stressful afternoon in the emergency room at a local hospital.  But Meg bounced back 



nicely and the next day enjoyed a long relaxing day at the beach.  Several weeks later, Jack 

solicited from Meg what she would like for Christmas. Jack was surprised by her answer - she 

wanted a bicycle.  So Santa came through and delivered.  Additionally, one of the Miller’s 

daughters got Meg a T-shirt that depicted a person flying off of a bicycle with the statement, “I 

do my own stunts,” maybe to serve as a warning to others.  Jack said she wears it for every 

bicycle ride around the neighborhood.  And he reports that she has had no accidents yet on her 

new bike….knock on wood. 

 

Crecelius/Comrie Clan Struggles in Southern California 

The first to come to the rescue after my whining about lack of news, Allan Crecelius and 

Sandy Comrie reported that they had plans and reservations to take the entire family to a 

beachfront home on the Big Island of Hawaii last August. No surprise that COVID travel 

restrictions and Hawaii lockdown dumped all over that plan. Luckily, they were able to get 

refunds on deposits and tickets, so they pivoted and leased a large estate in nearby Rancho Santa 

Fe which – not too far from the Crecelius/Comrie homestead but with a vastly different view -- 

could hold all 12 of the clan. They all quarantined ahead of the gathering and then spent a 

wonderful and safe 10 days together. After months of not being able to gather, everyone agreed 

that it was sorely needed. Four months later, they arranged to have a concierge health service 

visit all of their homes on December 23
rd

 for COVID Rapid Testing. Since, thankfully, everyone 

was fully negative, Christmas Eve and Day were celebrated at Grammie and PopPop’s house. 

They are fortunate to have all daughters and grandkids that can visit with only short drives. Now 

they are waiting for everyone to get vaccinated so they can return to more normal familial times – 

which includes that postponed family in Hawaii trip in August 2021!! 

[Photo #4 – “The olds and the littles – Sandy & Allan 

with the grands”] 

[Photo #5 – “The Crecelius/Comrie clan enjoying 

each other in Rancho Santa Fe”] 

 



Robersons Used to Feel Blessed with Snow 

Back in our black, gold, and grey days of our cadet youth, Cookie Inouye gave up the 

black, gold, and white beaches of Hawaii for the adventure of four seasons of university living in 

New England. Bob Lemansky introduced Cookie to Gary Roberson, Gary & Cookie fell in 

love and Cookie found snow fascinating, Gary wanted to give Cookie what she liked by choosing 

Fort Wainwright, Alaska as a first assignment. Cookie’s love of ice and snow paled slightly, but 

they enjoyed four seasons – as long and there were breaks back to Hawaii and even Ashville, 

North Carolina (Gary’s home town that’s nestled in a valley that dodges extremely cold or showy 

weather). Upon Gary’s retirement from the Army, Gary & Cookie opted for four seasons plus a 

place that has decent sports teams – Pittsburgh. This last year, with travel to Hawaii and most 

anyplace else curtailed, Cookie reported that even Gary’s snow people lost their luster and they 

are both yearning for family and barbecue – but Cookie still looks cute as a snow bunny. 

 [Photo #6 – “Gary & Cookie Roberson as cold as they want to 

be in Pittsburgh”]  

 


